
Subject: Objection to Roof Extension on Everest House at Barham Court

Dear Chris Carter,

I am writing to register my objection to the proposed roof extension on Everest
House, situated at the rear of Barham Court. While recognising the need for
development, I strongly oppose this specific extension due to its potential negative
impact on the aesthetics, privacy, and tranquillity of the Barham Court community,
particularly during the construction phase.

Primarily, the proposed extension could significantly alter the skyline and visual
appeal of the area, potentially becoming an eyesore that disrupts the natural beauty
and character of Barham Court. The increased height and altered structure might
detrimentally affect the overall visual harmony of the surroundings.

Furthermore, the construction process itself raises concerns about noise pollution.
The noise generated during construction activities for this extension could cause
considerable disturbance to the residents of Barham Court. Prolonged and excessive
construction noise can disrupt daily routines, affect peace of mind, and significantly
reduce the quality of life for those in the vicinity.

In addition to the visual and noise concerns, the extension's positioning could
encroach upon the privacy of Barham Court's residents. The potential for overlooking
properties may lead to a loss of privacy, creating discomfort and intruding upon the
personal space of the affected residents.

As an active member of this community, I urge the council to consider these
multifaceted concerns surrounding the proposed extension. Prioritising the
well-being, peace, and quality of life of Barham Court's residents is vital. I respectfully
request a thorough evaluation of the visual impact, noise levels during construction,
and potential privacy infringements before making any decisions regarding this
planning application.

Thank you for considering my objections. I hope that the council gives due regard to
the community's apprehensions before finalising any decisions about this proposal.

Sincerely,

27 Barham Court
Cuffley
EN6 4HY




